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BARRACKS FOOTBALL JUNIOR NIGHT GIVEN
PROVESINTERESTING
AT "Y^ TUESDAY
COLLEUEJINANGES ON STARCHES AND SIZE IS ORGANIZED HERE
College finance is both a science
A very enjoyable program was
Several Men Show Up Well in
presented by the Junior Class at the and an art. In a Land Grant ColInter-Mural Sport
Y on Valentines Eve.
lege the problem is 1 !»in plicated BeAs the Juniors and their guests cii6o thtse insti, it !.':- aie i-alicd
The first game of inter-barrack entered, appropriate favors
were upon to do public .service work in
with
the
Federal
football was played Thursday after- pinned on them. They then went to cooperation
noon of last week between barracks the auditorium where a delightful Government. Such colleges have a
1 B and barracks number 3. Many program was opened, by some selecresident
faculty
spectacular plays were made by tion by the Cavaliers, one of the
who give classboth teams. The real football spirit college orchestras.
They were
room instruction,
was manifested
throughout the plenty hot and Patrick was up to
the
non-resident
faculty of the Exgame. Barracks 1 B'won the game his usual style. The numbers given
tension
Division
by a lone touchdown. The touch- were: "I'll Think Of You;" "Just
who are scatttered
Memory;"
"Copenhagen;"
"I
down came during the third quarter a
in the counties of
when Bob McCarley went thru left Never Knew What the Moonlight
the state, the retackle for a 30 yurd gain putting Could Do;" and "Milenberg Joys."
search faculty who
Next John McCravy played on the
the ball within scoring distance of
reside at the Exbarracks number 3 goal line. After banjo "Just A Memory;" and the
priment Stations,
three successive plays Bob was able "Doll Dance." He next showed his
the Live Stock sanBlue
to carry the bull across for a touch- versatility by playing "My
itary forces in vadown.
Barracks number 3 team Heaven" on the tenor guitar, and
rious parts of the
came within one foot of the goal "Mighty Lak A Rose" on the s»w.
state with headduring the third quarter but failed As an encore, he played "Among My
Souvenirs," on the banjo.
DR. SIKES
quarters in Columto carry the ball across.
bia, the Crop Pest
The picture, "West Point," was
Barracks 1 B—6 Baracks 3—0
and
the
Fertilizer
Herlong
L E
Willimon given next. This was indeed a good commission,
As the recent reGunnells
L T
Searson picture, giving a glimpse of West Analysis forces.
Dyess
L G
Snowden Point life plus the usual love story. port of the Board of Visitors says
After the picture, Dave Batson "all these things radiate into the
Odom
C
Brown
Yarborough
R G
Price sang two songs, followed by some State in a real and direct way, and
Salley
R T
Nimitz negro dialect jokes by Reverend touch the lives indirectly, if not
That the Juniors liked. directly, or practically every citizen
Jolly
R E
Fleming Satterlee.
McCarley
F B
Pearman Mr. Satterlee's well-told jokes was of the State."
t. In supporting the Collegiate
Sowell
'L H M
Owens shown by the applause he elecited.
Perhaps the best part of the Pro- Activities there are some sources of
Padgett
• R H B
McMillan
'McCarley Stick Q B
Zeigler gram was Mr. Rhayme's singing. revenue that are fairly permanent
Substitutions were mude by both Mr. Rhayme has a good voice whieh and fixed, such as the income from
has obviously been well trained, and the bequest of Dr. Clemson, from
teams throughout the game.
Nelson
Federal
it was certainly a pleasure to hear the Morrill and
Second Game
His best number was Funds, the Landscript Funds, the
The second game
of barracks him sing.
football was played Friday, Feb. 10, "On The Road to Mandalay," altho sale of fertilizer tags, tuition and
between Barracks 1A and barracks his other three numbers were equal- fees. But these funds are no longer
sufficient to finance a growing Agrinumber 2.
The game was c?ose ly enjoyed.
After the main program, a come- cultural and Mechanical College. It
and. interesting.
Many lon^ runs
dy was shown, during which refresh- has become necessary to make rewere made by both teams.
Barracks number 3 won over bar- ments, consisting of ice cream and quests of the General Assembly to
make supplementary appropriations
racks 1 A by two touchdowns. The sweet crackers, were served.
We, the Junior Class, want to for teachers' salaries, permanent
first touchdown wias made by'Justus
when he received a pass and ran thank Theo Vaughn and Mr. Holt- improvements and special matters.
30 yards to carry the ball over. The zendorf for the large part they This year the General Assembly has
for
second touchdown was made when •laved in . making Junior Ni<rht a been .asked for $192,783.96
Davis received a .pass and ran 20 success. The other classes will cer- salaries, $24,350.08 for re-equipping
tainly have to go some to beat the the new Engineering Building and
yards to carry the ball across.
$60 00.00 for additional fire protecBarracks 1A—0
Barracks 2—13 Tuniors.
tion .for barracks.
This same
Line-np:
CAC
General Assembly generously proBowles
L E
Reaves
vided for the erection of the new
Siskron
L T
Gassoway
Engineering Building which is now
Byrd
L G
Salloy
i.earing completion.
At present
Gibson
C Pressley & Martin
about one half the current expenses
Stalnaker
R E
Wray
are met by appropriations made by
Davis
R G
Gibson
the General Assembly.
Hall
R T
Rogers
The Cadet Fund is paid entirely
Turner
F B
Pitts
by students and is in no way mixed
Marshall
R H B
Justu-i
This fund
Clemson College won an erratic with College funds.
Mann
L H B Red Davis
Hane
Q B
McMillan game, featured by a thrilling finish, maintains the mess hall, barracks,
purchases uniSubstitutions were made by both from the University of Florida bas- laundry, hospital,
ketball team here Wednesday night, forms, and cares for other minor
teams.
activities.
However, the
College
!2 to 29.
-CACThroughout the game was a see- Treasurer handles all funds of every
by College
saw affair, first one team then the description expended
other forging into a tie, and then officials.
2.
The Extension Department
going into the lead. The Clemson
Tigers led at the half, 17 to 13. extends over the State and embraces
Hewitt stood at the head of the the varied activities of county
club
work,
short
Clemson offense, while Crabtree agents, boys'
played sensationally for the visitors. courses, camps, dairying, live-stock,
swine, poultry forestry, marketing
The lineup:
and a multitude of other things conClemson
32
Florida
20
In the hall of the basement floor
nected with progressive agriculture.
Asbill
F
Crabtree
8
of the Library is a case containing
This is an enterprise in cooperation
Hewitt
17
F
Vegue
5
about forty well-mounted birds. In MoOlone 8
C
Pfrr'ne S nwith the United States Department
other cabinets are about 600 birds Woodruff
G
Vansickle
8 t Agriculture. For this work the
made up as "skins" for instruction Lester 7
G
Carruthers Federal Government last year ap■and study. In all, about 150 species
$156,014.49
and the
Florida
substitutions — Walker propriated
of birds are represented including (2) for Crabtree, McLucas for Ve- General Assembly $110,862.85, the
a large majority of the birds of •nie, Crabtree for Walker, Vegue or "■ame amount which is requested
the Clemson region, as well as some McLucas.
Clemson substitutions— this year. These funds are further
which are found only along the O'Dell for Asbill. Eskew for Mc- supplemented by the counties which
coast. These have all been collected f^lone, McCl->ne for Eskew, Referee take advantage of this cooperative
and preserved within about two Howard (Woff-rd).
arrangement. This Department carries the message of intelligent pracyears.
SECOND GAME
This collection is the handiwork
The second name with Florida tices to the farmer in the field.
of a member of the present Seniorj was played on Thursday night. The There are over 4,000 boys enrolled
<5lass who during his Sophomore' Timers won this game by a close :'n club work. 691 in pig clubs, 75 S
year learned how to preserve speci-l •^prsr'n, the ^-core being 26 to 25. n poultry clubs, and 189 in calf
There are
forty county
mens and has applied many of his Eskew was high snorer, along with "lubs.
recreation hours to this subject.; ^TcOlone. and Hewitt.
Woodruff igents carrying out various projects
'Most of his work on the birds has' "layed a good game both on defense 1;vith cotton and all kinds of- grain,
ve-stock and poultry. These men.
been done without pay, yet he will j an*, offense.
'ike enthusiastic missionaries, go
leave the majority of them to the: Tin Pne-up:
College. It will be a fine contribu-! r'p-"-on 26
FloridT 2" everywhere preaching the gospel of
In
Walker a new and better agriculture.
F
Asb'll
tion.
McLucas South Carolina the crop values of
Seems to us we have seen a verse Hewitt
F
Perrin 1927 exceeded those of 1926 by
C
about those who—
^Gl-ne
Van Sicklv. more than twenty-seven million dolWoodruff
G
"in passing leave behind them
Felson
(Continued on page 5)
G
Footprints in the sands of time." Lester

°*flRS WIN TWO FROM
FLORIDA ALLIGATOR

INTERESTING BIRD COLLECTION IN LIBRARY

In the last several years ClemDr. J. Sokolinski, consulting chemist of the Arabol Manufacturiug son has been making rapid strides
Company of New York, gave a very toward cultural development. And
interesting and instructive lecture in an effort to stimulate ia corresupon starches, sizes, and finishes, pondingly greater interest in jour-,
as applied to the Textile industry nalism at Clemson, it has been debefore members
of the
Textile cided to organize a fraternity havon Monday, November 13, 1928. j ing for its purpose the advunceDr. Sokolinski is the leading Ameri- I ment and award of journalism. It
can authority upon the
starches, is hoped that membership in this
gums, and oils, as applied to the i fraternity shall be the highest atTextiles and
related.
Industries. tainment and recognition thiat can
Clemson College was particularly be awarded a student for journalisfortunate in securing his services ! tic efforts which are worthy of reto lecture upon the subject at this j cognition from the value of literary
I merit. And in order to install such
time.
The whole subject of starches I an organization, the Chronicle staff
and particularly their
application I has secured the cooperation of Dr.
to the textile industry, is very little Sikes, Dr. Long, Mr. V. B. Hall.
understood by most men engaged in I and Mr. M. E. Zeigler and has obthe maunfacture of sizing and fin- I tained money which has been used
Each
ishing preparations can be induced to purchase evpensive pins.
member, upon election, will be
to speak upon the subject.
fraternity
During the lecture and the con- awarded one of these
siderable discussion which followed, pins.
The membership of the Gamma
in which the Faculty took a lively
part, many very interesting and Alpha Mu will be limited to the
Although a
comparatively little points regard- three upper classes.
ing the application of sizes and freshman is not eligible for memfinishes, as well as the different bership any creditable work which
effects of the various constituents he does during his first year wilf
sometimes used, were brought out. greatly enhance his possibilities of
In order
Clemson College is also indebted being elected later on.
to the Arabol Manufacturing Com- that the awards may be made to
pany for a very complete set of the students most deserving them,
samples of sizing and finishing ma- the election to membership has
terials, which will remain at tho been placed solely in the hands of
College as a permanent part of the a committee of the faculty, particularly from the English departTextile Engineering Course.
ment. As yet, there are no active
members, but it is rumored that the
committee intends to meet sometime this week to elect a nucleus
ibout whom the fraternity can be
fully organized. A report from thib
committee will probably be made in
the next issue of The Tiger; watcTo Be Known As the Epicurean for it.
CAC
Club

NEW SOCIAL CLU
ORGANIZEDATCLEMSON

Within the past few weeks The
Epicurean Club has been organized
at Clemson.
Social life is not as highly developed at Clemson as it should, be.
The purpose of this club as conceived by the members is for the
promotion and betterment of social
conditions at Clemson and the club
advocates all moves in this direction.
Much time and work has been
spent in drawing up a constitution
and charter, which has been presented to Dr. Sikes and approved
by him.
The club at the present has fifteen members drawn from each of
the four classes.
The following officers have been
elected: L. B. Moore, Pres; D. S.
Cuttino, Vice-Pres.; J. L. Adams,
Jr., Secretary and Treasurer.
CAC—

—

GAMECOCKS DEFEATED
IN FASTGAME 38-33
Last Friday night the Tiger Basketeers defeated Carolina's Gamecooks in a fast and snappy gam?.
This was Clem son's third consecutive win in tue conference.
The
Tigers defeated the visitors 38 to
3 3.
Clemson got an early lead and
maintained it throughout the contest, leading the Gamecocks at the
half 24 to 10. Hewitt and Eskew
again were too scorers for Clemson. Hewitt played a very brilliant
game throughout.
Holcombe
of
Carolina, playing center, made some
remarkable shots.
He was outstanding in the Gamecock's five.
The game was hotly contested
with both teams exerting their all
at times. The game was largely a
struggle of offense, but at times
some good guarding was to be seen.
Lester for Clemson and Chandler
for Carolina were outstanding in

SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
M, ^STUDENTS
Are money difficulties
keeping
you from continuing your education? If they are you should read
this carefully.
Twenty eight
scholarships in
twelve educational institutions Ihruout the Southeast and of a total
value of almost five thousand dollars will be awarded to deserving
students in the s;x CMT camps of
the Fourth Corps Area this summer.
Last year, over the entire United
States, but seventy seven scholarships were awarded. This year the
awarding of twenty eight scholarships in the Fourth Corps Area
alone, would seem to indicate an
established feeling of favor and appreciation for the product of CMT
Camps in our eight southeastern
states.
The thirty day camps this year
in this section of the country are
to run from June 17th to July 16th
at Fort Bragg, N. C, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., and Camp McClellan,
Ala.
Students at each camp will
have an opportunity to compete for
some of these scholarships.
In South Carolina, Wofford College at Spartanburg and Furman
University at Greenville are each
awarding one scholar! hip. The firsts
to a value of $60.00 covering the s
full tuition and good for two years
and the second, to a value of $75.00
covering the full tuition and good
for four years.
defensive work.
Carolina 33
Clnmson 38
Pos.
Clark 6
Asbill 6
F
Fair 8
Hewitt 15
F
Holcombe 11
McGlone 9
C
Chandler 2
Woodruff
G
Farr
Lester 3
G
Scoring substitutions:
Clemson:
Eskew (8) for Asbill, Carolina:
White (6) for Holcombe.
Referee: O'Sullivan (A. A. C.)
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Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
*»asioii, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.

During the middle of December
two representatives of a Baltimore
tailoring company visited Clemson
College with a line of exceptionally
line suit samples and took orders
for' between one' hundred and two
hundred suits from the students :at
■'525.00 each, in most instances collecting a §5.00 deposit.

A short time later, when the
suits began to arrive by mail §20.63
Entered as Second Class matter ai the Post Office at Clemson College,
C. O. D., many of the students
iouth Carolina.
were quite surprised to find that
when the package was opened the
suits they received were not at all
I
what they had ordered.
In fact
EDITORIAL STAFF
only a very few boys, and these
were the first to receive their suits
A. C. LINK
Editor-in-Chief
got the material they ordered, and
P. B. LEVERETT,
Associate Editor
paid for in good faith. In some inD. B. SHERMAN
Associate Editor
stances, appraisal of the suits reM. M. CAMPELL
Athletic Editor
ceived by a reliable local merchant
T. J. MITCHELL
Asso. Athletic Editor
placed the actual value of the suits
E. E. HIGG1NS
Asso. Athletic Editor
received at less than $7.50.
W. N. KLINE
Asso. Athletic Editor
L. M. HEARD
Exchange Editor
It does not take a business man
J. W. GRAY
Feature Editor
to realize that such tactics are unW. E. MAYS
Society Editor
fair, low
down,
unethical
and
H. HELLER
Club News Editor
against all principals of good busiH. L. SHANDS,
Y. M. C. A. Editor
ness, but they are frequently very
J. N. HELLER
Joke Editor
difficult to stop.
However, every
E. P. JORDAN
Asso. Joke Editor
student who has been cheated owes
T. P. TOWNSEND
Asso. Joke Editor
it to himself, the student body, the
R. C. HARRINGTON
Chairman Reporters Club
college, all other college students,
business in general, and the public
STAFF REPORTERS
at large to do everything in his
L. SWEENEY,
power to. put a stop to such pracJ. C. GALLLOWAY, J. G.
ADAMSi R.
tices. Furthermore, if all of those
H. A. SMITH, F. LACHICOTTE.
swindled will work together it is
BUSINESS STAFF
possible that an adjustment on this
I matter
can be forced from the comR. O. PICKENS, BUSINESS MANAGER, W. H. REDpany and a cash return obtained
FERN, Asso. Business Manager.

for those cheated.
The first step in this direction
is for every student who purchased
a suit from this company to report
at the earliest possible moment to
Prof. Mullin in the first floor of
the Textile Building. All that will
be necessary is that you make a
statement of your particular case.
We hope to get an adjustment in
your favor eventually.
Please do
this at once—today.

Her: Wihat do you wear that
glass in your eye for?
The man with the monocle: That
eye is very weak.
Her: Why don't you get a glass
h,at?
Rat Mappus: "I almost broke my
leg in that football practice yesterday."
Rat Lunz: "That's nothing; every
bone in my stomach feels like it
was broken.
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CIRCULATION STAFF
T. F. COOLEY
Circulation Manager
Asso. Oir. Manager
R. L. McGEE
Asso. Cir. Manager
J. B. VALLEY
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EDITORIAL
GRADING
Professors and students alike agree that grading is a very
difficult and unpleasant part of an uncertain and complex educational system, if there is a system. Still, they likewise agree
that with the present conglomeration of attitudes, ambitions,
ethics, and philosophies present in any group or class, that the
grading is a necessary evil, and will continue to be until there
is some attitudinal prerequisite for a course before a student
cantake it. Probably an educational system without grades
will never be reached by any' except the highest type of men in
pursuit of the highest type of education. However, thinking of
the college as it is today and with a firm contention that grading is necessary, it is still impossible to excuse a number of
professors for the way they grade. They require students
to submit to all sorts of idiosyncratic rules and methods "of study
that appeal to their eccentric or whimsical natures. With a
dogmatic belief in their nonsensical system of grading they
subordinate an understanding of the subject to a strict observance of their silly rules. . As the most important part of learning is thinking, and as a goodly part of a teacher's job is to
create interest, it is no wonder that this type of professor
finds, at the end of the semester, that his students know very
little of the subject, and that consequently he has to flunk a
large percentage of them. He does not create any interest,
his students do no thinking on the subject, and the permanent
benefit derived by the student from the course is very little.
THE LAKE
We wonder what has become of the proposed lake for Clemson? Surely with all the facilities that are here for building
the lake, we shall not be deprived of it because no one will
take the initiative. Last fall, the President assured the students
that the land could be used, and the College, could spare the
teams and necessary equipment to build the dam if the students
would cooperate. We have no doubt as to the student's cooperation and since we have everything we need except someone to take the lead let's send out a call for someone to take
charge of the project and build Clemson a lake.
It is not necessary to prove the need of one here or the many
advantages that will be obtained with it, but the fact that
Clemson now has a varsity swimming team should stimulate
the interest in the lake and induce some member of the faculty
to become a leader in this. That is what we need now, someone to take active charge and push it across. We have the location, we have the equipment and teams necessary and the students can and will supply the labor, so all that is lacking is
someone with interest enough in the students and the school to
put it across.
Now is the time to start and if the right man will assume the
leadership, we can have the lake before the school is out. Perhaps the President will appoint a man to take charge (we think
that would be best), but anyway let's get organized and start
working for the lake.

Today the telephone
makes the Jar ivest
the near ivest.

Coronado
blazed the trail
As explorer and discoverer in the great
southwest, Coronado pioneered a trail which
telephone lines now traverse.
To project and construct these lines across
plain and desert and over mountain range
was also the work of pioneers, men not
afraid to grapple with the frontiers either

of geography or of scientific knowledge.
Men of the Bell system have penetrated
through trackless problems of research, of
manufacture, of telephone operation and of
management. They purpose to continue
their advance, all in the interest of better
service to America.

BELL SYSTEM
<iA nation-wide system of 18,000,000 inter-connecttng telephones

"OUR

PIONEERING

WORK

HAS

JUST

BEGUN

I

I
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Willing to Treat—There was an
old doctor who, when asked what
was good for mosquitoes,
wrote
back:
"How do you suppose I can tell,
unless I know what ails the mosquito?"

WEDDING

GIFTS

SAM ORR TR1BBLE GO
A Store for Everybody
Phone 521—140 N. Main
"Did your dog ever have rabies?''
"No, but she had puppies."
—Columbia Jester

. "I just know I'll lose my rank,"
said Walt Dargan as he took a bath

Anderson, - -

S. C.

"Thanks lor the pony ride," said
Our idea of carrying a joke too
the student as he came from the
far is when the professor hums
exams
"Home, Sweet Home" as he writes
THE TIGER'S LAIR
the term exam questions on the
Rat Bill Thompson—My girl's a blackboard.—Vanderbilt MasqueraCigars, Cigaretts
queen.
der.
Rat Chubby—I guess she is, she's
!
Drinks,
Candies, Papers
been held by all the poker players
Tim:
"Dad
whipped
Jim
on
the
in town.
West end,."
and Magazines
Fat Hall says that the socks Regular fellow: "West end? What
made nowadays are no good, when do you mean?"
Tim: "Well, you see, that's where
you wear them ten days they get
son sets."
right stiff in the feet.
Mazie: "Is your boy friend a one.
Fourth floor,
Man in eleviator:
ANDERSON, S. C.
arm driver?"
please."
Mamie:
"Not
ihim.
He
takes
a
Operator: "Here you are son."
"How dare you call me son^ taxi ;and uses both arms."
You are not my father."
iA^AjftLi^iftk^Ajn
ftk^k^k-^^A»-A^A^*^*^»-A^A^A^^VA-^
"Well, I brought you up, didn't ♦JM^JM^^JM^JM^^
I?"

FOWLER'S CIGAR STORE

WOW
Report from an engineer on a
local train to his office: "The cow
that was killed by Number 13 is a
bull, and isn't dead yet."

T
T
T
T

t
tT

— VISIT —

THE TOASTEE SHOP

"Papa, what is a man with foreWHEN IN GREENVILLE
sight?"
"My son, that is a man who
takes a rattlesnake along as an
218 North Main Street
antidote when he goes out on a
modern drinking party."—Arizona ♦;♦
$M£<M£^M$M^*^^
Kittykat.

T

RE'G'LAR LINE
A fellow to his best girl: Sister
you might have the best lips in the
world, but I'll put mine against
your's any day.

f
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T
♦♦?
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THE PURPOSE OF DEMONSTRATION T
t
MONTH

FEBRUARY 13th to 18th

"Gus is a good kid, isn't he?"
"Yes, if he had some brains he'd
be a smart boy, if he knew how to
use them."—Mugwump.
"Thank you for the hug and
kiss."'
"The same to you—the pressure
was 'all mine."—Arizona Kittykat.

MEYERS-ARNOLD COMPANY' INC.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Greenville's Greatest, South Carolina's Grandest
Department Store

PATRONIZE—

THE PALACE GAFE
N. Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

Headquarters of taste for Clemson Men
aa>a«|Baaffl<paa>a>aa^^

% MONTHS***

\J£S

A MILLION MEW- HAVE

CHANGED TO CHESTERFIELD !

"Don't get fresh or I'll chase you
home."
"I have no home."
"Watch out or I'll dig you one."
"When I hear la woman sing, I
clap my hands."
"So do I—over my ears."
A collegian is a man who has
acouired the technique of successfully asking for a cig'arette.

WHY:

a"«Landlady—I
don't allow
games of chance here.
Student—This isn't that sort of
a game. My friend here hasn't a
chance.
A modern mother is one that can
hold safety pins and a cigarette in
her mouth lat the same time"Do you know anything about
farming?"
"Well, I know how to complain
about the weather."

THEY SATISFY
and yet THEY'RE MILD

E STATE it as our honest
belief that the tobaccos used in
Chesterfield cigarettes are of
finer quality and hence of better
taste than in any other cigarette
at the price.
LIGGETT

Y
fY
Y
Y
Y

1

He: "My, but you have a smooth
gear shift."
She: "Say, take your hand off
my knee."

Little Mary: "Nurse, will I ever
have a moustache on my lip like
daddy when I grow up."
Nurse: "Pretty often, dear, I expect."

iY
f

■j lin-yaM- V-^X*it£iflll3K&UF*s&.~r'7*

"Don't crumble your crackers in
the soup. It is against the rules
of etiquette."
"Say, what am I eating, soup or
etiquette?"—Arizona Kittykat.

'

Demonstration and sale of spring time
wash dresses for Women, Misses and
Children—Boys' "Jack Tar" wash suits—
Silk and cotton underwear—Corsets.

Little Boy (returning from swim)
Mother, papa certainly is a good,
swimmer.
Mother—Why, sonny, your papa
clan'l- swim a stroke.
Little Boy—Well, anyway, he can
sure stay under water a long time.
Kmployer: "Now that I have decided to give you the job, I must
tell you that early hours are the
rule in this store."
New Clerk: "That's, good.
You
can't close too early for me."

f
f
f

To demonstrate our value-giving—to demonstrate our fashion alertness—to demonstrate the quality of our merchandise—to
demonstrate the exceptional service offered
this store. Tell your friends.

& MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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The Y. M. C. A. Cabinet with the high or as Emerson has expressed
employed
Secretaries enjoyed la it, "Hitch your wagon to a star,"
valuable retreat held in WalhaK-i so that which is accomplished durlast Sunday. The first number on ing life is comparatively high.
Christ had practically all of the
the program was Devotional Exercises conducted by Mr. Theo Vaughn qualities of an average human beAfter devotion, Frank Maner led a ing, but still boyish i ieals of greatdiscussion on plans for a Bible ness roamed through His mind. This
Study.
Before this year, it has is clearly brought out when, after
been customary to hold bible study the Passover, Jesus was found misson the various halls for the differ- ing, and when Mary found Him ana
ent classes just after long roll; but began questioning, the answer was
because long roll has been extended "Wist yo not tnat I must be about
until 10:40 on Sunday nights it is my Father's business?"
The next
eighteen years of
impossible to continue in this manner. It has been decided to start Christ's life is not recorded in the
anew with the study and hold it scriptures, but those who .have seen
for one hour every Wednesday night "Ben Hur" recall a scene of the
fatigued
of
just latter long roll.
It has also Jewish slave being
been arranged to have campus peo- travelling and thirsty for water,
ple and faculty members to Jead and how Christ was busy in Joseph's
the different study groups.
The shop stopped work and gave the
book assigned to the Freshman ' slave water which in turn afforded
class is, "Jesus and His Cause." new life, vigor, and determination
This
The book for the Sophomores is to live and enjoy revenge.
"Christian Standards in Life." The is cited as one of the many instanbook for Juniors and Seniors is, ces that Christ was helpful, though
Manhood of the Master." A com- seemingly in a small capacity, to
plete discussion of these books re- his fellow men.
There are people today that may
vealed the fact that they are best
adapted to the classes to which be compared with William Tyncl.il.
I the man who paid the price of pristhey have been assigned.
The next division of the program on, isolation, and death in order
was a discussion by each of the that future generations may easily
Cabinet members of the work and read the Bible. Tyndal's aim was
progress of each of the Committees. high; correspondingly his life was
G. H. McCutfheon began bv giving high. There are others that may.
a summary of what the Social com- 'be compared with men who have
amounts of
vnitten has accomplished. Jim Cal- jaccumulated large
laham discussed next th<= problems money by dealing in stocks and
and possibilities of the Boy's Work bonds. Such men have been known
Committee.
The next work taken to visit a Paris Museum in which
u.p was that of the Publicity Com- are Tapestries so beautiful and so
mittee. The first work to be dis- well made that a person was abls
cussed, by Tom Webb, was the to weave only one square yard in a
evening Watch.
Tom stated that year's time and yet in this surexams have had a rather
detri- rounding they talk about stocks and
mental effect on the evening watch bonds.
Mr| Satterlee asked these quesgroups throughout barracks; however, nearly all are recuperating tions, "Why are you in college?"
now very pleasingly. Tom's com- "Are you here to study Agriculture,
Probably every
mitee has planned to place in each or Engineering?"
room where the evening watch is man that heard, the last question
held, a piece of graph paper on would answer in the affirmative,
which the daily attendance can be except those making an intensive
plotted. This has b.?en tried in a study of the campus. But, yet, is
few groups and it has proved to agriculture or some form of engione's
ultimate
aim?
be very helpful. It has also been neering
planned to have the different minis- Certainly not, but by means of the
ters of the campus to visit the different fields of life work everyone should say "This is my Father's
various groups.
The next number on the pro- business.' '
gram was one that each present partook to his fullest extent :md enjoyed thoroughly; namely, dinner.
Mr. Paul Gurthie, a graduate of
L. M. HEARD
the University of Tennessee, gave
a brief outline of the work he is
"The weaker sex
now following.
Is that, portion
Roy Cooper told of the FreshOf the human race
man Council. There are seventeen
Who goes down town
men ion this council each of which
In zero weather
Cooper believes will make men that
In a half-masted lace waist
Olemson will be proud to claim.
And pumps,
Cooper' also gUve his plans for the
To buy a muffler
Installation Service to be held someAnd woolen sooks
time in the near future.
For her husband,
The last number on the program
So he can go to work."
was "The Value of Personal Ser—The Johnsonian.
vice."
Rev. Wade Bryant told of
the importance of personal work
New York, N. Y.— (By New Stuand of '.he countless valve it has
dent Service): "All this talk about
meant to him.
the young folks going to the dogs
and drinking themselves blind is
pure nonsense. Colleges are apt to
PICTURE SCHEDULE
have the reputation of being wet
Thursday Feb.
16th—"In
Old because the short comings of a few
Kentucky" and "For Wives Only." students get into the papers as
Feb. 17th—Wallace Beery and typical of all students. If two or
Raymond Hatton in "Now We're In three college ifellows get drunk
and cause a fuss, the story can
The Air."
Feb. 18th "The Bat" one of the promptly be found in the newspaper
best mystery plays, and "Love of but no mention is made of the
10,000 or 20,000
students who
Mike."
in ostensibly do not drink."
Feb.
20th—Lon
Chaney
That
was W.
E. "Pussyfoot"
"Mockery"
Johnson's dispensation to the colFeb. 21st—"Man Crazy"
lege man, as reported in the Havard
Feb. 22nd—"Ruber Tires."
Crimson.
The new plan for special music at Cd wJtuprenonse .fflds SH SH SH
Vesper Service was initiated SunParis—(AP) Parents perplexities
day by the Baptist Choir under the
professions for their
leadership of Mrs.
Dan Lewis. in picking
"There Were Ninety And Nine," j children are to be relieved by the
the special was well rendered and new science of "psychotechnique,"
.according to its leading exponents
was enjoyed.
Reverend Saterlee, the principal from 22 nations who recently disspeaker of the evening, began his cussed the subject.
talk by making a few remarks on | Instead of waiting until boys and
the lively singing in the "Y" audi- girls attain college age to choose
parents
are
torium as compared with the ^ery their future paths,
poor singing in chapel. Mr. Sater- urged by the psychtechnicians to
lee's talk hinged about one main settle the problem when their
thought which was: Set your aim children finish elementary school.

EXCHANGE
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Chance circumstances no longer are
to play any part in the decision
since the scientists by means of
elaborate tests, physical,
mental,
and psychological involving examination of memory and general intelligence, claim to be able to pick
exactly the job for which each boy
and girl is best fitted.
CAC
"Who fiddled while Rome burned?" asked the teacher.
"Hector."
"No".
"Towser! What do you mean? It
vas Nero."
"Well, I knew it was somebody
.vith a dog's name."—Tawney Kat.
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CALDER VAUGHN

JEWELRY—SILVER—DIAMONDS—NOVELTIES
Presenting a complete stock of well selected merchandise that compares with stocks in the larger
cities.
Here you may select the best and newest things
that are offered.
Integrity
Reliability
Quality
ALBERT T. VAUGHN, INC., Jewelers
Greenville, S. C.
HIGH STANDARDS
MODERATE PRICES
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BRAND

CLOTHES

Dobbs Hats

Berger Shirts

Clemson Men when in Anderson Make Us
Your Headauarters
ANDERSON

SOUTH

CAROLINA

HHSHBiaisraSHEg OB SHBTB fSlig

ASK FOR

1
la

BALENTINE'S
PURE PORK SAUSAGE, MEATS,

|

and PURE LARD
BALENTINE PACKING COMPANY

1
Is all you need to pay for
the world's finest pen !
Here's the .world's Ijjjj
easiest writer due to Par- |
ker Pressureless Touch!
A fine ink channel ground I
between the prongs of
the point brings capillary J
attraction tD the aid of I
gravity feed, causing an;
immsdiate and steady ink
flow at touch of point to
paper. No pressure from
the fingers. The light
weight of the pen itself
is sufficient.
Here, too, is Parker
Permanite Material —
28% lighter than the
rubber formerly used, yet
100 timed as strong.
Parker Precision in
manufacture still further
insures accuracy.
5 flashing colors, 3 sizes
of pen barrels, 6 graduated
points, leave nothing to
be desired in a fountain
pen at any price.
So pay $5 or $7 only to
get a permanently satisfactory pen.
Pencils to match Pens,
$3, $3 50, $4.
Be careful to get the
genuine. You'll know it
by the imprint, "Geo S.
Parker- DUOFOLD."
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
JANESVILLE, W1S.

lark.er \f

i

_

•ed and EKck Colcr Comb.

HOT-

Vf^^ 1

Trade Mark U. S. Pat. Off.

Greenville, S. C.
_,

GENEJRAL fp ELECTRIC

Refrigerator

Comfort and economy
for the years to come
New, surprising delicacies that everyone enjoys
—new pleasure in entertaining your guests—
new simplicity and economy in the planning of
meals —carefree conveniences that so many other
homes already enjoy. A General Electric Refrigerator brings them all to vour home in an easier,
simpler, surer way.

"Duofold Jr./ds\ COOPER
Over-size #7*/' Lady Duofold #5

1

HARRY G. McBRAYER, INC.
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Edgeworth
Smoking Tobacco

CUNKSCALES AND GRQWTHER

fT

Jasper, Tenn.
March 23, 1927

Extra High Grade

7

T
T

lever Gets
a Bite" From
This Tobacco
Larus & Bro. Co.
Richmond, Va.
»
Gentlemen:
I have always wanted to smoke a
pipe. After several attempts I gave
my "taste" up, for with each trial I
(Tot a blistered tongue.
One evening, when looking over a
certain outdoor magazine, I read that
i certain fisherman could catch more
.sh when using "Edgeworth," so I
r'edded I would try "his" tobacco—
.or I am no poor fisherman!
The next day I tried to secure Edgeworth. The local country storekeeper
did not have it, so I sent by a friend to
the city for my first Edgeworth. Two
things have happened: I still smoke
Edgeworth, and the local storekeeper
always has a supply.
I catch fish and never get "a bite"
from Edgeworth!
&Yours for keeps, «;
H. V. Massey -
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EXPLAINS
dred samples last year. Every hug
COLLEGE FINANCES of fertilizer sold in the State must
carry a tag. The Secretary of this
(Continued from page 1)
Board sells these tags. After delars. The Extension men had their ducting the expense of inspection
and analysis and paying for scholarshare in making this possible.
3. The Experiment Stations are ships, the remainder is turned over
four in number.
These stations to the College Treasurer to be used
gather information from their own n defraying the cost of college
Last year the college
experiments and from other states activities.
and pass this knowledge on to the received 5138,791.20.
extension agents and to the teachers.
This too is an enterprise in
cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture. Last year the
Federal Government appropriated
560,000.00, the General Assembly
$85,000.00. This year an additional
515,000.00 was asked for the erection of 'buildings to meet a $50,Ask a Clemson man, if he hap000.00 proposition from the U. 3.
Department of Agriculture.
Thic- pens to be in the class of 'OS or
Department imust be ever on th<? thereabouts, who Captain
Minus
elert to meet the new problems that
You may wish you handn't
arise in Agriculture. The men en- was.
gaged in this work must have asked him.
patience in trying various tests, for
The spirit shown between Minus
often only failure awaits the trial.
The demand for experimental work and the Cadets was that of "try and
is on the increase.
The climate do it" on Minus' part, and "try and
and conditions in South Carolina catch me doing it" on the Cadets
■call for great varieties in agrieul- Probably this is rather an extreme
ture,
consequently
experimental case, but the general attitude of the
work will cover a large number of authorities to the Cadets and vice
projects from cotton and corn to versa was like that in those years.
live-stock and dairying. Also, new Gradually a better understnding was
insect pests make their appearance reached; both parties realize that
and must be met. The cotton boll one depends upon the other, and
weevil has been reinforced by the that "united they stand, divided, etc.
This was proved by the relationMexican bean beetle, the
codling
moth and the flea hopper. Science ship between the Corps and Henry
is the only (hope in these battles. W. Lee, Captain U. S. A., retired,
The basis of all improyed agricul- Executive Officer, better known as
ture is the application of the laws "Snaike." When Capt. Lee left to
take another position he was preoj nature.
4.—The State Crop Pest Commisjoii sented with a loving cup. Back in
receives an appropriation of about 1908.. a greater part of the Corps
1510,000.00 annually for the protec- left in a walkout. They were pretion of nurseries, seeds, potatoes, sented, with discharges by Capt.
bulbs, bees, etc. and the enforce- Minus.
The Cadet's opinion has had more
ment of the quarantine laws against
weight in latter years.
Privilege
undesirable pests.
5. The Live-Stock Sanitary De- after privilege has been granted;
has been
partment has headquarters in Co- each year the "Army"
lumbia and reecives an annual ap- more lenient (or broad-minded). The
propriation
of about
S73.000.00 more a human being gets, the more
from the General Assembly and he wants, but there is a limit. Let's
afoout $56,000.00 from the United hope it comes after the "Church
States Department of Agriculture. Law" has been abolished.
This department looks after the
health of live-stock of the State.
Its most notable work has been thu
The Calhoun Literary Society held
elimination of the cattle tick from a meeting at which Mr. J. C. LittleSouth Carolina. Without the elimi- john was installed as third term
nation of this enemy there was no president. Mr. W. M. Roseborough
hope for the cattle industry. It is was presiding officer. The program
now undertaking the eradication of consisted of a debate on "The Adtuberculosis among cattle.
Its ac- visability of Joining Winthrop and
tivities reach every man interested Clemson into a Coeducational Instiin cattle, hogs and poultry.
tution." The "Tiger" says: "Some
6. The Fertilizer Analysis group pleasing points were brought out by
inspects the fertilizers used in the the
contestants."
Doubtless the
State, thus protecting both the far- boys of '28 have some very good
mer and the manufacturer. These reasons why this move should De
scientists analysed over two hun- made, also.

Some call it mellowness
say that Camel is the mellowest cigarette ever made. Some that it's mild and
smooth. It's really all good things in one,
and that is why it is supreme upon the
pinnacle of modern favor. Camel's popularity today is the largest that any cigarette
ever had.
SOME
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CLINT (THE CADET'S) TAYLOR

TO INTRODUCE MY NEW THERMO SUITS
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$25.00
Two free white Arrow broadcloth shirts with each
Suit. These sport suits consist of knicker and sport
coat only. Just the thing for week-ends mountans,
seashore, and house parties. Now displayed by

HOKE SLOAN
You'll Like These Immensely
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And, it costs something to make this kind
of a smoke. It costs the choicest tobaccos
REYNOLDS

TOBACCO

that money can buy, and a blending that
spares neither time nor expense. Each
Camel cigarette is as full of value as the
world of tobacco can give.
You can be sure of smoking pleasure,
serene and full, in these quality cigarettes.
Smoke all of them you want; they simply
never tire the taste.
'Have a Camel!'

COMPANY,

WINSTON-SALEM

New Semester Books and
Supplies Now In Stock!
GET YOURS EARLY AND BE SURE OF GOOD GRADES

L C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.
WHITMAN'S CANDIES (FRESH SHIPMENT)
SOUVENIRS
CLEMSON PENNANTS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Come in and See the New Tiger Stationery
Absolutely the Latest and Snappiest of the Season
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GA. BOXERS HERE TODAY

SPORTS

SPORT
M.
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M. CAMPELL

BOXING, THE LATEST addition to the sports curriculum
at Clemson, promises to be one of the most popular sports in
Tigertown. The first inter-collegiate bout that the team has
indulged in was lost to Carolina last Thursday night. This
team was composed of the men who took part in the inter commany bouts staged here last year. All of these men are new at
the game, but are rapidly learning the fine points of the
squared circle. A bout with the Georgia University team will
be staged here Wednesday night, which promises to be a bloody
affair, as the Tiger team is anxious to stage a come-back.
THE TIGER QUINTET has won its third consecutive conference game by defeating the University of S. C. last Friday.
This makes the fourth conference game that the Bengals have
won. Early in the season they captured one from Tulane and
later copped two from Florida.
In the last few games the
Tigers have shown a remarkable improvement over the first
games of the year. There are three more games on the schedule before the Tourney, and if we play the same brand of ball
that was shown in the last three games we can count them as
ours.
SPRING IS HERE, at least that
is the impression that one gets from
eeemg the pitchers
and catchers
warming up out on Riggs field. The
Tiger team has a hard schedule
iahead of them, and at first it was
feared tht the pitching staff would
not be sufficient, but when the call
came and such a wealth of good matenal showed up, that fear was
quickly dispelled.
There ar.) at
least a dozen pitchers out every
•afternoon. Of course they have not
cut loose any of their stuff this
early in the year, but from the
way that they handle the ole apple
one can see that they are pretty
much at home ,with it in their
hand. It is not certain as yet whether Dean Pearman, a star of year
.'before lasts rat team, will be eligible or not for this years crew of
pill tossers.

by a close decision to the medocre
Carolina team, and were completely
overwhelmed by the strong Florida
team. Although the Bengals did
not win the meets they won several
some bright
DOuts and displayed
prospects
At ,Carolina the Tigers won three
bouts from the Gamecocks and the
bout was very doubtful,
deciding
Howard, the Lithe slugger
from
Savannah, put the quietus on his opponent in exactly 45 seconds after the

SPORTS

♦♦♦♦;$M$M£***<M^*<M£***^**^^
opening gong had sounded.
This
Howard is a real "go get 'em" pug.
"Terry" Stutts, the Union WindHART SCHAFFNER & MARX BLUE CHEVIOT OR
mill, whipped his oponent all over
the ring with volleys of rights, lefts,
UNFINISHED WORSTED SUITS
and everything. There was not a
shadow of a doubt as to the winner
of this bout.
After three rounds of fast and
furious fighting Johnny Rogers was
awarded a cleancut decision over
his man.
Johnny displayed some
of the cleverest fitting
seen in
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Columbia in many a moon.
Joe
Robinson lost his fight by a kayo.
Mouledous lost a close decision after ♦♦^♦♦♦^^♦♦♦♦^♦^♦^♦^
fighting out of his class.
Mouledous' oponent tipped the beams at
exactly 21 pounds more than the
Tiger leather pusher.
Nunnally Valentine Candy in Special Wrapped
*J*
"Tarbaby" Torchia, lost,
what
probably should have been a draw,
Packages. Look Them over at:
a hairbreadth decision. Torchia is
probably one of the best mittmen
in Southern Collegiate circles and
he is bound to win some fights before it is all over. This baby is
only a Sophomore, ,and has two
more years.
From the Capitol City in SulAlso Take a Look at "The Campus Beautiful"
tans of Slug grabbed a fast rattler
which quickly conveyed
them to
Folder. Only 10 cents.
WJAX, Florida. The University of
Florida has one of the best teams ♦♦♦
that Clemson will ever run up against
The best the Carolinians could, do
with the Gators was to get a pair
picture will not appear in the book
With the experience of two inter- and at the end. of the year you will
of draws. These two fifty-fifty decisions were lost in the extra round collegiate meets, the genuine thing, take home a Taps without your
which is required to settle a draw. the Clemson Battlers should be in picture in it. Ample time has been
Having only one day's rest between fair shape to give Georgia plenty of given, and certainly you have been
the Gamecock meet and the Gator trouble. Georgia has a pretty good given notice in every possible way.
struggle, the Tigers could hardly team this year. A victory over the If you want your picture in your
be expected to make a better show- Bulldogs would boost the fistic Taps, either pay your space right
stock considerably.
ing.
away or see A. P. Wylie in room
829.
It is highly probable that "Terry"
Absolutely all club payments have
Stutts will not be able to fight PROGRESS BEING MADE
against Georgia tonight. Terry has
ON 1928 YEAR BOOK to be attended to by February 20th.
been under the weather the past few
Attend to this at once, we have to
Material for the 1928 Taps, is know if you really intend to have
days, but it is hoped that he will
be Okeh. Terry is one of the best going to the engraver fast. If your your club in Taps by that time.
bets we have and without him the class space is not paid when your
Order your Sponsor's extra copy
team is considerably weakened.
picture is ready to be sent in, the Lefore a is too late.
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ALONG TOWARDS THE last of
the month there will be a call for
track men to turn out and see the
world from a cinder path. Clemson
needs some fast men this year.
There is plenty of good material
up here to make a mighty line
team this year, but the question is
will the men turn out. The coaches
want men who are willing t.o train,
whether they have had any previous
experience or not.
To make this
years team a candidate may as well
figure from the first that he will
have to stay in the. peak of condition if he expects to win a berth
on the varsity.
CAC

The Ti?er mittmen have returned
from their first invas'on of the intercollegiate ring.
The invasion as
far as the won column is concerned,
was a total failure. The Tigers lost

fT

T
T

THERE' ARE TWO
conference
tournaments looming up in the near
future.
The basket ball tournament in Atlanta is set for Feb. 28,
29 and March 1st., while the boxing
tournament in Charlottesville hus
been set for no definite date as yet.
Clemson stands more than a fair
chance of coming out on top in basketball, and it is hoped that if box
ing sqrad gets a chance at Charlottesville they will make a good
showing.

Stutts, Rogers, Howard, Win
at Carolina—Florida Wins
7 to 0

f

?

COACH
"SMOKY"
HARPER'S
crew of basket ringers staged a
most successful invasion of Georgia
last week, winning three and losing
one. The cubs met their only defeat at the hands, or rather jaws,
of the Georgia bullpups. Then the
cubs got oreanized and Riverside,
G. M. C, and Gordon fell easy victims to the snarling to the snarling
■pack from Tigertown.
The prospects for next years varsity team
is rosy indeed with the number ot
under"lassmen already on the team
and the material coming up from
this years rat team.

CAROLINA AND FLORID
CEFEAT B0JN8 TEAM
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The Smoother and Better Cigarette

♦ ♦♦♦ not a cough in a carload
1928, P. Lorillard Co.,

